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Abstract – Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is emerging as a dominant technology with its applications in areas like agriculture,
communication, environment monitoring, and surveillance. The inherited vulnerability and resource-constrained nature of sensor
nodes led researchers to propose many lightweight cryptographic protocols for WSN. These sensors are low-cost, low energy, have
low processing capability and have low storage restrictions. WSN suffers from many risks because of these unique constraints.
This paper proposes a new lightweight security framework for WSNs and covers different lightweight cryptographic schemes for
WSN applications. The aim is to provide cryptographic primitives for integrity, confidentiality, and protection from the man-in-themiddle and reply attacks. The work is based solely on symmetric cryptography and it has four phases; Network Initialization, Node
Initialization, Nodes Communication, and Node Authentication. This work adopts the Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy
(LEACH) framework, which deploys random rotation to distribute the energy among a group of nodes. The probability of attacking
in LEACH is higher at cluster head and member nodes. Therefore, data transmission among communicated nodes is encrypted
over multiple levels of protection by dynamic session keys to provide a high level of security. In addition, an authentication ticket
is provided by a cluster head for each authenticated node to identify another node. The session keys are dynamically generated
and updated during the communication to prevent compromising or capturing the keys. Through simulation and evaluation of the
system, the results showed less energy consumption and efficient cryptographic primitive were compared with existing schemes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, WSN applications have become wellknown modern technologies and developed rapidly.
Applications such as home automation [1], smart cities
[2], healthcare applications, RFID tags [3], and sensor
networks [4] led many companies to shift from generalpurpose devices to resource-constrained devices [5].
WSN consists of numerous sensor nodes arranged in
an organized manner called a cluster. Sensors collect
information from the environment which may include
buildings, people, transportation pathways, electrical
lines, weather, health care etc. Highly confidential information is collected by these sensors and passed on
through insecure channels for emergency response [6]
and decision making.
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In General, these sensors are low-cost and low energy, besides having low processing capability, communication restriction and storage restriction. Meanwhile,
complex conventional computational data encryption
and public-key cryptography systems are not applicable over WSNs due to these limitations [7].
Theoretically, these sensors may expose to multiple
attacks (such as eavesdropping, interception, modification, and tampering) due to the nature of their deployment and the communication mode. Therefore, the
probability of an attack is higher at WSN nodes [8].
Authentication can be efficiently used to verify identity of nodes in order to ensure that only authorized
nodes have access to the data. In most cases, external
and non-authenticated nodes could access secure data
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[9], and hence, may be alter data and threaten data security. Therefore, it is necessary to build a secure WSN
system to keep data secure from access violation and
unauthorized access [10].
In this regard, the inherited vulnerability and resource-constrained nature of sensor nodes led researchers to propose many lightweight cryptographic
protocols for WSN [11], [12], [13], [14].
The security schemes and algorithms for WSN are
mainly focused on in this paper, to design and develop a
new lightweight authentication framework (LWAF) that
has an effective authentication and key management
scheme with low computing and energy cost. This work
adopts the Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy
(LEACH) which deploys random rotation to distribute
the energy among a group of nodes [15] and is based
solely on symmetric cryptography [16]. The objective of
key management is to dynamically establish and maintain secure channels among communicating sensors.
The symbols used in this paper illustrated in table (1).
Table 1. Notation Symbol Table
Notations

Description

BS, CH

Base Station, Cluster Head

KM

Master key

CKR

Cluster key for round R

Cid

Cluster id

N

Number of nodes

id

Node id

r

Random number

SKAB

Session key between node A and B

t

timestamp

Kid

Symmetric key between CH and a node

[1]K

Encrypted message M with K

[M]

Hash of message M

[M]

Message M is hashed j times

j

The above notations are used as scientific convention texts for illustration in this paper for node-to-node
agreement description.
2. Literature review and problem
statement
This paper presents the results of many existing cryptographic WSN schemes that have been done to secure
WSNs.
Authors in [17] propose Localized Combinatorial Keying (LOCK) which is dynamic key management (Exclusion-Based Systems (EBS)) for cluster-based WSN. LOCK
uses three keys; administrative key, group session key
and cluster session key. LOCK selects a special node as
a keys generator. LOCK is suitable for static networks
only, whereas, the proposed LWAF is intended for dynamic networks.
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Paper [18] presents a WSN protocol that is capable
to prevent Denial of Service (DoS) and replay attacks.
Their scheme is based on symmetric cryptography,
where the sensor nodes shared a common secret key.
Any compromised node can threaten the network and
can send forged data.
SPINS proposed by authors in [19], which has two
security protocols, SNEP and TESLA. Where, SNEP is responsible for authentication, confidentiality, evidence
for data, the TESLA is responsible to provide authentication to broadcast fresh data to many nodes in the local
cluster. In this scheme, the mobility of nodes leads to a
topology change in a random way, that affects the security of the WSN application. This paper adopts symmetric
cryptography exchange protocol and HMAC algorithm
to authenticate sensor mobility in the network.
Authors in [20] considered DoS attack among multihop
data transmission paths. In General, WSN is a tree structure,
therefore, an attack on the node path affects the connected branches. They proposed a one-way hash chain (OHC)
mechanism to prevent the connected paths and also a secure end-to-end communication of multihop data transmission path by adding a number to OHC to each transmitted message. Therefore, 8 bytes are added that cause
an extra overhead on the resources-constrained devices.
Authors in [21] proposed BROadcast Session Key
(BROSK) which is established through third party entities and thus lacks trust. This scheme is considered as
an adhoc management scheme, where a specific node
can communicate with a neighbor node for exchanging a session key. BROSK consumes less energy power
by reducing data transmission as compared with SPINS.
Paper [22] developed a protocol to prevent replay attacks by maintaining a monotonical increment counter
to keep track of all previous replayed messages. Here,
each node has a counter that stores time information.
This mechanism requires a huge amount of memory
for memory-constrained sensor nodes.
Authors in [23] proposed AKMS, which consists of
three phases; a key pre-distribution phase, a network
initialization phase, and an authentication phase.
AKMS solves the problem of malicious nodes that attack nodes during their transmission processes. The
keys are dynamically generated and updated during
the network communications to provide more protection and at the same time, it provides the ability for a
new node to authenticate and enter into the cluster.
Authors in [24] proposed a key agreement protocol to
protect a server from DoS attacks in a hierarchical WSN.
In the protocol, the first level hierarchy is made by BS,
the second level hierarchy is made by CHs and the third
level is made by MNs. Each node in this scheme has its
own built-in key used for key generation. The scheme
uses timestamp with each mutual authentication and
provides node authentication among hierarchy levels.
Athough the researchers provide node authentication,
but other security primitives are not considered.
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Meanwhile, battery, communication bandwidth, computation complexities and memory constraints are major concerns in WSN. Therefore, providing security and
authentication for these applications is crucial in open
channel communications [25]. Authentication can be efficiently used to check reliable, fake and altered communication. In most cases, the external and non-authenticated
nodes are interested in the data collected by the sensor
node [9]. If these nodes access the data, its integrity and
confidentiality can be compromised. Thus, it is necessary
to stop data violation and unauthorized access [10]. Many
other lightweight cryptographic schemes are proposed
to overcome these limitations [26] [27].
3. The aim and objectives of the study

•

Data is compressed locally to reduce the amount
of transmitted data [6].
Clustering is useful in WSN whereas the data travel
small distances between the surrounding nodes in the
same cluster. In addition, a node can determine the
nearest CH and joins the cluster to reduce the amount
of energy for data transmission. See Fig. 2.
In general, selecting a node as a CH in WSN applications drains its battery. But with LEACH framework, it
dynamically spreads this energy over multiple nodes in
the cluster, therefore, the CH nodes are not fixed and
self-selected at different time intervals. For example, at
time t1, a group of nodes might select themselves as
cluster-heads and at t2 a new group of nodes selects
themselves as another cluster-heads.

The study is aimed at providing cryptographic primitives such as integrity, confidentiality and protection
from the man-in-the-middle and reply attacks for WSN
applications and emphasizes on CH selections to save
node battery and make the network more reliable.
To achieve this, the following objectives need to be
accomplished:
•

•

•

Develop a lightweight authentication framework (LWAF), where the secret messages are encrypted by session keys to provide a high level
of security. These session keys are dynamically
generated and updated during the communication between nodes to prevent compromising or
capturing the keys.
Generate and use an authentication ticket provided by a CH to authenticate every node in the
cluster. These tickets are used by a node to identify another node in the cluster.
Adopt LEACH framework for dynamic WSN, in
which the energy is distributed in an equal manner for all connected nodes in the cluster setup
to focus on CH selection in order to save energy.

Fig. 1. WSN framework

4. Materials and methods
In the proposed LWAF, a BS node can be located far
away from the rest of the homogeneous nodes. In Fig.
1, the framework architecture of the proposed scheme
is illustrated. The nodes are arranged in groups called
clusters, where a specific node is selected as a controller node (CH) based on certain probabilities. The rest of
the nodes are called member nodes (MNs) that send
data to a corresponding CH, where a CH forwards data
to the BS. Here, CH is responsible for the registration of
MNs. We employ LEACH framework; the implementation of LEACH can reduce energy up to 8 factors when
compared with traditional routing schemes.
Features of LEACH:
•
•

Coordination and control for cluster set-up are
done locally.
Base stations or cluster heads are selected randomly.
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Fig. 2. Clustering in WSN: a - Group of nodes
selected themselves as a CHs at time t1; b - Group
of nodes selected themselves as a CHs at time t2.
CH node is marked with a •, and all given symbol
belong to same CH [6]
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4.1.	Research material and
	simulation tools
In this work, MATLAB (R2020a) was used as a software platform on Windows 10. Complete WSN system
was built using MATLAB/Simulink software. The simulation process consists of building the nodes hardware
architecture, model the communication channel, and
receive master node architecture to analyze and evaluate the proposed LWAF. Bluetooth is used as a backbone to undertake communication of the physical
layer. Bluetooth technology operates in a short-range
radio with 2.4 GHz. The clustering techniques of this
scheme are based on LEACH framework. The encryption class used in this scheme is based on symmetric
cryptography only.
4.2. Methods of the proposed scheme

2. Each corresponding CH receives an individual encrypt message from BS and uses its information to
generate its cluster key. Then it decrypts the incoming message and checks the integrity of its identity
and a common master key with a saved key. If it is
equal, then the CH start a deployment process and
the first phase is done, otherwise it cancels. Fig. 3.
illustrates the whole processes of information exchange in this phase.
4.2.2. Node Initialization Phase

This phase is enabled when a node registers itself
into the cluster.
1. For each node in the cluster;
•

The general architecture of the proposed LWAF
scheme includes four phases as given below:
4.2.1 Network Initialization Phase

Every node sends a requested message to its CH,
this message contains a random number and
its identity encrypted by a common master key
such as:

2. After receiving massage by a CH;

This phase is enabled during network deployment,
where each CH is selected and registered in the network. This phase assumes each node stores a master
key KM and it has to be long enough to tolerate against
crack. This master key is 128 bits and is stored securely.
At firsts, Round R=0;
A BS node starts to select n of CH’s depending on
their battery lifetime and positions and marks it with a
unique number CHn.

•

It decrypts the incoming message and obtains
node identity and a random number.

•

Generates a corresponding node key k_id by using a hash function of a requested message and
a node id such as

•

And then encrypts two messages, the first encrypted message contains the round number,
number of nodes, a cluster id and a cluster key
which is encrypted by a corresponding key node
such as

•

The second encrypted message is a ticket T_id.
This message contains the node’s identity and is
used to identify another node. This ticket is encrypted by its cluster key

1. Each CH Sends a message to its BS separately, including the number of its node N and a cluster identity
Cid, which is encrypted by a common master key.
BS now, received the encrypted message separately
and uses kM to decrypt them and generate a cluster key
CKR by hashing CKR=[Cid ,KM , N] and send back to each
individual CH an encrypted message containing its id
and a private message encrypted by a corresponding
cluster key CKR.

These messages are sent back to the requesting
node.
3. When a specific node received the incoming two
messages, it does the following:

Fig. 3. Network initialization Phase.
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•

Generates a corresponding key node k'id using
the same hash function and checks the validity.

•

If it is equal, then it proceeds and decrypts the
first message and obtains R,N,Cid,and CKR .

•

It uses the cluster key to decrypts the authentication ticket and obtains node’s identities.

4. At this stage, each node stores other nodes identities, R, CKR, N, Cid and its kid and can communicate
with other nodes in specified cluster.
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5. After all nodes have been registered and authenticated. Now R=2, this means the authentication
transmits to next round by hashing CKR and sets
R=R+1, such as:

t(curr )- t1<=∆t, otherwise stop the connection.
Now, each node can communicate with their neighbor nodes through their common session key.

This obtained key is used for the next authentication
round. See fig. 4.

Fig. 5. Nodes Communication Phase.
4.2.4. Node Authentication Phase.

Fig. 4. Node Initialization Phase.
4.2.3 Node Communication Phase

At this stage, each node can find its neighbor and
communicate within a safe mode. Mutual authentication protocol and specific excitation/response processes performed as follows:
1. If a node, A, wants to communicate with a node B,
then a specific operation will perform:
•

Node A generates a common session key with B
by hashing its identity, B’s identity, and a common Cid. This key used to encrypt their further
messages. skAB= [Cid , A, B].

•

Generate a nonce and encrypts

•

Send an encrypted message (A, M5 ) to B.

•

An attacker wanting to listen to the date being
transmitted will get encrypted values.

2. When receiving a message from A, B performs the
following operations:
•

Checks the identity of A.

•

If A exists, it generates the corresponding common session key using its common information
to obtain skAB.

•

And, it decrypts the

•

Then, it encrypts response M6, which includes a
nonce and timestamp
, This timestamp is used for mutual authentication.

•

Then, B sends M6 to A.

and obtain a nonce.

This phase is employed when a new node wants to
join a network. Nodes use the authenticated ticket to
authenticate and verify a new node. A pre-calculation
for excitation/response based on mutual authentication protocol is done to avoid a situation of storing a
common cluster key in the internal memory because
keeping a common cluster key could face the network
to a serious problem. Therefore, the LWAF suggests
that a new node is verified using knowledge of the
common master key of previous round R. Such that, the
authentication of round 2, is constructed using a key
derivation of round 1 without storing the previous key.
In this situation, when an attacker destroys a node
and obtains its master key of the current round, he cannot compromise the identity and authentication messages of previous operations.
For example, if a new node C, wants to join the network, then it will start at a new round. Suppose a network is at the fourth round. Then the whole operation
of this phase is as follows:
1. Node generates a random number ri and send a
cipher request message to its surrounding CH. This
message contains a random number and its identity encrypted by a common master key such as:
2. CH decrypts M7, and obtains node identity and a
random number.
•

Then, encrypts two messages, the first encrypted message contains a round number, number
of nodes, a cluster id, and a cluster key which is
encrypted by a corresponding key node such as:

•

The second encrypted message is a Tid. This ticket is encrypted by its current cluster key CkR and
contains nodes identities in its cluster.

After receiving M_6, node A will perform:
•

Decrypts M6.

•

And checks its random number and the timestamp with a specific limit. If the current time
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•

These messages are sent back to the requesting
node.

3. When C receives the two messages, it does the following:
•

Generates a corresponding key node k'id using
the same hash function and checks the validity
of its random number.

•

If it is equal, then it proceeds and decrypts the
first message and obtains R, N, Cid, and CKR .

•

Now, C hashes the CK, R times such as CKR= [CK]R-1,
to synchronize with the current round.

•

It uses CKR to decrypts the authentication Tid and
obtains node’s identities.

Now, C has node’s identities, R, CKR, N, Cid and its kid and
can communicate with other nodes in specified cluster.
Node C acts as a requester and CH as an authenticator
in above scenario. Tid and R parameters are used by CH
to authenticate a node. In above case, the authenticator
is at fourth round, but C is at the first round. Therefore, C
should hash the key [CK]R-1 times to synchronize with the
current key. Fig. 6. shows the full operation of this phase.

Fig. 6. Authenticate a new node C.
5. Results of LWAF development
The results are illustrated in terms of system simulation. The proposed scheme is based on symmetric cryptography only to overcome the complex computation
of public-key cryptography since all nodes are resource
constraints. Results are discussed in terms of stated aim
and objectives, which encompasses the following:
5.1. Developing LWAF
Proposed LWAF scans sensors and elects CHs depending on their positions and corresponding battery life. It also creates cluster and scans its nodes and
encrypts messages. The secret messages are encrypted by session keys. The session keys are dynamically
generated and updated during the communication.
This encrypted message contains cluster identity and
a number of surrounding nodes. BS receives the encrypted message separately and uses its kM for decryp-
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tion, and creates a cluster key. Each corresponding CH
receives an individual encrypt message from BS. Then,
it decrypts the incoming message and checks the integrity of its identity and a common master key with
a saved key. If it is equal, then the CH starts a deployment process and the first phase is done, otherwise,
it cancels.
At the second phase, a node registers itself into the
cluster by sending
. CH obtains node identity and a random number to create a corresponding node key
. CH lets a node to know its
round, its neighbor nodes, and general cluster information
. The second encrypted
message is a ticket Tid that contains node’s identity
. A node cannot obtain the ticket
unless it is registered in the network. At this stage, each
node stores other node’s identities, R, CKR, N, Cid and its
Kid , and can communicate with other nodes in a specified cluster. Then transmits to the next round by hashing CKR and sets R=R+1, such as CKR +1= [CKR].
The third phase ensures the security of message delivery. If node A wants to send a message to its neighbor
B, each node must be updated and be synchronized
with the current network round to ensure CKR=[CK]R-1,
then, mutual authentication protocol and specific excitation/response processes are performed to generate
their common session key skAB=[Cid , A, B] with a specific
time tcur-t1<=Δt.
The fourth phase is enabled when a new node wants
to join a network. Ticket authentication and a precalculation for excitation/response is done (requester
and authenticator)
,
,
and
. A new node C, is verified
using knowledge of a common master key of previous round CKR=[CK]R-1 and using kid=[ri, id]. Such that,
the authentication of a round 2, is constructed using
a key derivation of round 1 without storing the previous key.
5.2. Using authentication ticket
The novelty of this work is by adding an authentication
ticket
. Only registered node
has this ticket, this ticket is created by a corresponding
CH and sent to the authenticated node to ensure node
authentication. It contains all the node identities in its
cluster and is used to identify another node. This ticket is
encrypted by its cluster key.
5.3. Adopting LEACH framework
Since the work is based on LEACH framework, the selection of CH is a major concern to keep a network live
and reliable. This scheme emphasizes CH selection by
updating the network dynamically. It spreads the CH’s
energy selection over multiple nodes, therefore, the
CH nodes are not fixed and are self-selected at different time intervals.
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Evaluation of this framework is carried out in order to
measure the performance of the LWAF scheme, packet
delivery rate [28], energy consumption, and access rate
in presence of different types of attackers [29].
Simulation of the scheme is performed using MATLAB
(R2020a). We considered 500 nodes. 20 runs of the system were carried out for different scenarios. Simulation
parameters of the proposed system are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Simulation Parameters.
Parameters

Values

Area size (m2)

500 × 500

Wireless bandwidth (Mbps)

2

Simulation duration

(sec) 300

Initial energy (J)

CH = 50, SN = 5

Initial V BP (J)

CH = 500, SN = 50

Radio range(m)

CH = 150, SN = 50

Number of CHs

6% of nodes

In order to evaluate the proposed work, at first, packet delivery rate (PDR) is simulated based on the mentioned parameters in Table 2, and compared with two
existing competing schemes SPINS [19] and LOCK [17],
as shown in Fig. 7. Malicious nodes for MNs and CH are
eliminated by bidirectional malware detection. LWAF
effectively reduces packets errors.

As compared with LOCK and SPINS, more packets are
sent to a destination sensor.
In Fig. 8 the average energy consumption for all
nodes is measured during transmission in terms of
sending, receiving and calculation complexity, and
compared with LOCK and SPINS.
The average energy consumption increases when
the number of attackers will increase and errors increase also, due to increase in error packets.
Fig. 9 shows the evaluation of network resilience ability.
Number of nodes being evaluated are 500 and 25 % of
them being attackers. The proposed system detects malicious nodes and can exclude them from the network.

Fig. 9. Access Network Rate.
In addition, session key is dynamically re-generated and
distributed to avoid node capturing by malicious nodes.
Malicious nodes are unable to compromise other nodes
because they don’t have the master keys.
6. Discussion of experimental results

Fig. 7. Packet Delivery Rate.

Proposed LWAF ensures a CH has all the identities of
surrounding nodes and uses a dynamic session key to encrypt each transmitted message. The key is dynamically
generated. Therefore, if an attacker tries to compromise
the previous key, he cannot either obtain the current session key or cannot synchronize with the current round,
this done with the help of a simple calculation timestamp.
In addition, introducing the idea of the ticket increases security level, since it contains all nodes’ identities.
And hence, a node cannot obtain the ticket unless it is
authorized and registered in the network.
Adopting the LEACH framework reduced energy
consumption and ensured mobile nodes, therefore, increases system performance.

Fig. 8. Average Energy Consumption
Volume 13, Number 1, 2022

Practically, the average energy consumption increased
when the number of attackers increased on the network,
and hence, error packets increased also. A CH in LWAF filters out these errors and avoiding packets spreading to
the attackers in the network and hence reduce energy
consumption. In contrast with other schemes, they must
initiate updating of the keys, which consume more energy.
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Through simulation, the performance is better than
SPINS and LOCK where it can avoid malicious nodes.
Besides, LWAF adopts multipath propagation routing technology to eliminate the selective forwarding
attacks, which makes the PDR even higher.
The limitations of the proposed LWAF are the cryptographic algorithms used in the computation procedures since it is based only on symmetric cryptography.
There may be other WSN environments where this
framework is not applicable.
The disadvantages of the LWAF scheme includes;
the fact that the scheme is affected by the number of
nodes. Since the system provides scalability and mobility, increasing sensor nodes is inversely proportional to
system performance.
7. Conclusion
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